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Abstract
Conducting driving cycle analysis (DCA) using trip data collected from vehicles operated in the field is very difficult. In fact, no comprehensive approach has been conceived to date, except those using standard driving cycles. A successful DCA could significantly enhance our understanding of vehicle performance and readily relate it to real-life driving. In the past few years, we have been developing tools for vehicle performance analysis (VPA). In particular, we were able to collect data from a fleet of 15 Hyundai Santa Fe electric sports utility vehicles (e-SUVs) operated on Oahu, Hawaii, from July 2001 to June 2003. A fuzzy logic-based driving pattern recognition (FL-DPR) technique was used to perform DCA. This technique was successfully applied to create a compositional driving histogram, called “trip driving pattern composition (TDPC),” for each vehicle, which enables us to analyze vehicle performance in great details.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Driving cycle analysis (DCA) based on trip data collected from vehicles dispatched in the field and randomly generated in real-life operation is a daunting challenge [Ericsson, 2000 and 2001]. Although many attempts have been tried [Feng and Ross, 1993; Feng et al., 1997; Tong et al., 1999; Rahman et al., 1999; Young et al., 2000; Barth et al., 2002; Dembski et al., 2002], the difficulty lies on the fact that there is no commonly-accepted systematic approach to allow characterization of those randomly generated driving cycles for detailed analysis and comparison. Thus, all past efforts had to rely on standard driving cycles or well-documented routes to emulate real-world driving conditions in order to conduct engineering analysis. However, these conventional practices do not represent or cover all real-world driving conditions, including extremes. Thus, their assessments have only specific and limited value.

Standard driving schedules and dynamometer tests only provide data collected in certain fashions, which do not support analyses on real-world fleet operation in terms of costs and other operational or usage information. Thus, conventional statistical analysis has to be used to address these aspects. However, it is still difficult to collect data to accomplish these studies. Therefore, a disengagement exists between assessments from controlled tests and experiences in real-world driving, not to mention that we have only very limited capability to study the impacts of less- or non-controllable parameters, such as road conditions, traffic patterns, driving habits, or weather conditions, that all influence vehicle performance. A consistent DCA technique is therefore very desirable to allow us correlate between vehicle performance and usage in real-world situations.

The lack of effective DCA might have undermined the development of battery-powered electric vehicles (BEVs), when they were highly promoted in the 1990s. Significant technology barriers, such as limited driving range and lack of battery charging infrastructure, prevented widespread use of BEVs. We, the stakeholders, on the other hand, found ourselves lacking adequate tools to rapidly develop a formidable technology portfolio and to assess its effectiveness in practical use, therefore assisting its market penetration. In other words, the inability to effectively collect and analyze vehicle operation data and to properly evaluate technology deficiency has inhibited us to promote BEV use. This barrier persists to date. Although on-going success in commercializing hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) by Toyota and Honda claims hopes for transforming our habit toward mobility, utilities that can provide a better assessment will only accelerate this transformation.

The approach that we used in this work is a comprehensive, direct, and effective way to perform DCA using a fuzzy-logic driving pattern recognition (FL-DPR) technique. In this paper, we explain how the FL-DPR works and the DCA is achieved using trip data collected from a fleet of 15 Hyundai Santa Fe e-SUVs dispatched to various users on Oahu, Hawaii, from July 2001 to June 2003. The trip data were recorded second-by-second during daily operation. The data are comprised of more than 10,000 trips over 350,000 km in real-world driving conditions.
2. TECHNICAL APPROACH
The FL-DPR technique [Liaw et al., 2002; Liaw and Bethune, 2003] is unique, in contrast to conventional statistical characterization of driving cycles. The technique uses MATLABR fuzzy logic toolbox to "recognize" driving patterns in a trip in a histogram-compositional manner, which is more intuitive than the conventional analysis that treats a trip in its entirety with numerical differentiation of subtle differences in a statistical sense. The application of fuzzy rules to recognize driving patterns in a trip enjoys benefits of simplicity and flexibility (or adaptability) native to the fuzzy logic approach. The FL-DPR technique is based on a unique "driving pulse (DP)" concept, which utilizes a methodology that divides a trip into a series of sequential DPs. Each DP represents an active driving period between two contiguous stops. The FL-DPR technique was actually applied to the DPs to associate a driving pattern to a DP. By summarizing the driving patterns associated with the DPs, we were able to compose a progressive histogram of "trip driving pattern composition (TDPC)" for each trip. This TDPC makes DCA become systematic and applicable to any trip as a function of time or distance traveled. Through this process, we can construct a summary histogram showing the composite nature of a trip with a comprehensive description of driving patterns.

2.1 Driving pulses and driving pattern recognition
In the FL-DPR approach, a trip, or a driving cycle (i.e., a speed versus time profile), is made of a series of sequential "DPs," as Figure 1 illustrates. We can characterize each DP with an average speed and distance traveled. Figure 2 shows how we develop the assignment of driving patterns from an average speed versus distance (as-d) plot for FL-DPR. First, the as-d plot is constructed from all DPs derived from all recorded trips in the database (in this particular illustration, the trips shown rep-
Fig. 4 Classification of driving patterns in five categories, so assignment of driving pattern is not strictly "discrete," but with a "fuzzy" boundary and a "degree of association," as represented by a fuzzy output number (FON). We then carry out a training process by using the initial set of fuzzy rules to analyze an increasing set of randomly selected trips and examining the resulting driving pattern assignments. If the parameters used in the fuzzy rules could not give satisfactory driving pattern recognition for all the trips, they were modified until they can. Through repetitive refinements in the training, a final set of rules is generated. The mature fuzzy rules now map input and output membership functions, which give each driving pulse a FON to be used to infer its driving pattern. Figure 3 shows a map of the contours and boundaries of all FONs on the as-d plot. The inference of FON to driving pattern is shown in Figure 4 as an example, which establishes the driving pattern assignment. By carefully applying fuzzy rules, based on the as-d relationship in a DP, we can assign an intuitive driving pattern to a DP.

2.2 Trip driving pattern composition (TDPC)
With the establishment of FL-DPR, we can examine trip data by summarizing sequential driving patterns for DPs in a TDPC and conduct DCA. Figure 5 illustrates a unique example using a randomly selected trip (ID# 31831524). This trip has a driving cycle with very mixed driving patterns, from SG to H, therefore difficult to analyze with traditional approaches that usually attempt to assign an "overall" driving pattern to a trip in its entirety. The FL-DPR technique, on the contrary, using breakdown of DPs, is capable of assigning a specific driving pattern to a DP, thus allowing composing a sequential summary of driving patterns with time and distance as TDPC. This TDPC can be normalized to percentage of time or distance in the trip, therefore allowing different trips to be compared in a normalized fashion, disregarding differences in time or distance traveled originally. The ability of comparing DCA side-by-side among trips offers a tremendous utility for vehicle performance analysis (VPA) in real-life operation.

Fig. 5 (left) A randomly selected trip (ID# 31831524) with complicated mixed driving characteristics. (right) Analysis of US06 Supplemental FTP Driving Schedule [EPA, 2004] using FL-DPR, in comparison with the driving pattern shown on left. When both trips are normalized with respect to trip duration, they can be compared side-by-side.

3. DATA COLLECTION
The trip data were collected from BEVs operated in real-life driving conditions. The fleet of 15 Santa Fe e-SUVs was prototyped by Hyundai Motor Company (HMC) of South Korea and delivered to Hawaii in July 2001. Figure 6 shows the picture of a Santa Fe e-SUV and the on-board data acquisition device. Trip and charging data are stored with automated on-board acquisition protocols in a flash memory card. The time-stamped trip data include those from the motor controller, APU, and the...
battery management system on a second-by-second basis. The data were transferred periodically onto a separate collecting medium, filtered, validated, and then translated into a correct format in the database for analysis.

4. RESULTS, ANALYSES, AND DISCUSSION

The unique utility of using the FL-DPR technique and the normalized TDPC affords us to compare DCA side-by-side to show similarities or differences among trips. Figure 5 shows DCA results for a trip (ID# 31831524) and a comparable US06 Supplemental Federal Test Procedure Driving Schedule (US06 SFTPDS) [EPA, 2004], an aggressive driving schedule with high acceleration, for comparison. This trip (ID# 31831524) is about four times longer than the US06 SFTPDS. The trip is 73.4% H and 26.5% combined U/SU cycle. In contrast, the US06 SFTPDS has 77.8% H and 9.4% U driving. The trip was 34 km with an average speed of 62.0 km per hour (kmph). In contrast, the US06 SFTPDS posts 12.9 km and 83.4 kmph, respectively. The TDPCs for both cycles are shown in the B and C plots in the figure.

Another unique utility of the FL-DPR technique and the TDPC is that we can afford to examine a trip from a fraction to the entire trip; and, with summarization from subsequent trips, we can yield a summary histogram of a specific duration, thus daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or even lifetime report of the vehicle operation can be generated from the trip data in the database, with a consistent categorization, in a systematic manner, as shown in Figure 7. This approach could be a powerful tool for additional analyses, such as those for market study, traffic assessment, or fleet management, etc. For example, the ability to compare trips side-by-side allows us to look into variations in vehicle operation and performance at different locations. As shown in Figure 8, DPs for two particular vehicles are highlighted in dark symbols, respectively, to show their usage patterns, in contrast to those of the entire fleet, which are shown in gray symbols. The one on the left represents a vehicle operated by the City and County Office of Honolulu (C&C) (top) and the Hickam Air Force Base (HAFB) (bottom), showing the difference in demographic distribution of driving pulses and patterns of use.

Fig. 7 A monthly summary report of a BEV operation and usage derived from TDPC

Fig. 8 Comparison of two vehicles at different locations, operated by the City and County Office of Honolulu (C&C) (top) and the Hickam Air Force Base (HAFB) (bottom), showing the difference in demographic distribution of driving pulses and patterns of use.
The FL-DPR technique provides us additional capability to study influences on vehicle and battery performance directly from driving patterns and vehicle operation at different locations. As an example, in Table 1, we summarize the usage pattern and energy use in three vehicles at three different locations for three months to compare their energy use efficiency over each month. For simplicity, the analysis includes contributions from driving patterns in two major groups: local (combined SG/U/SU) and R/H. The efficiency rating (ER) is based on energy use efficiency (i.e., energy consumption per distance traveled, or in kWh/km) derived from each individual driving pulse and converted to a scale of 0-10 with a simple conversion factor.

**Table 1** Comparison of the usage and performance characteristics of three vehicles at different locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>HAFB</th>
<th>HECO</th>
<th>CAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of trips</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance driven, km</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Local</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% R/H</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip avg. ER*</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Standard Deviation)</td>
<td>(0.51)</td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local avg. ER</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Standard Deviation)</td>
<td>(0.31)</td>
<td>(0.31)</td>
<td>(0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R/H avg. ER</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Standard Deviation)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.75)</td>
<td>(0.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ER: Efficiency rating

4.1 Vehicle performance analysis (VPA)

The ER is then used in an intuitive VPA, as Figure 9 shows, via a correlation of ER versus driving pattern (as presented by FON). A mean efficiency rating (MER) is the mean of all ER values in an interval of 0.25 in FON, as shown by the solid line.

**Fig. 9** Efficiency rating versus FON plot, showing how the efficiency varies with the driving patterns

The MER is assumed to be neutral (non-biased) to any driving conditions, such as traffic, weather, aerodynamics, driving habit, road condition, grading, or drivetrain fluctuation, etc. Although the criteria used in FL-DPR might be subjective to our opinions in driving pattern assignment or ER calculation, the application of MER for VPA is still valuable. For example, by comparing a specific ER in a driving pulse versus the MER, as shown in Figure 10, in trip #31831524, we can examine possible attributes to the deviation. Upon further inspection of this particular trip, since we knew the route, we believe that the higher ER between 20 and 50% of time and the lower ER between 50 and 93% of time were most likely due to grading. Collecting all trips corresponding to this particular route, we could further evaluate traffic pattern, and other attributes, in relation to any dynamic variation in ER, within the same framework of live vehicle operation data collection and systematic DCA. Several possible benefits of this practice could be derived, including the possibilities of (1) using real-world vehicle trip data to validate information determined by standard driving cycles, (2) synthesis and model prediction of hypothetical driving cycles, and (3) development of effective strategy for fleet management and scheduling. Those possibilities are being investigated by us and will be reported in our follow-on papers.

**Fig. 10** Vehicle performance analysis of the efficiency rating for trip (ID# 31831524), showing the actual efficiency rating versus the mean value calculated for the specific driving pattern.

5. CONCLUSION

Traditionally it is difficult and challenging to conduct DCA using field test data. On the other hand, a successful DCA of this nature can greatly benefit a technology development, as we explained above. A unique contri-
bution from this fuzzy-logic driving pattern recognition (FL-DPR) technique is the ability to construct a trip driving pattern composition (TDPC) in terms of percentage of time or distance traveled. The TDPC can then be used to compare trip characteristics side-by-side among trips, correlate vehicle’s driving and usage patterns with performance characteristics, such as energy use efficiency (or battery life, which is feasible but was not presented here). This approach could be extended to systematically analyze impacts from traffic, aerodynamics, road condition, driving habit on vehicle performance, or derive useful vehicle usage information to assist market study or fleet management. Potential include (1) practical and useful vehicle performance analysis using live trip data, (2) direct vehicle design using field test data and virtual prototyping, and (3) simulation and modeling for hypothetical driving cycles, including environmental impacts analyses.
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